
 

 

 

  

 

 

KS3 Curriculum 
Content 

 

Year 9- 

Performing Arts 



In Year 9, we also offer an alternative Performing Arts course for pupils who lack confidence in performing to focus on their spoken 

language skills and develop confidence. There is a focus on appreciation of music and drama and this is run throughout Year 9. Skills 

developed are similar to those in the topics below and the work produced builds on appreciation of theatre from a holistic approach; 

looking at creating contemporary performance work and designing performance elements. 

Year 9 
Half Term 1 

September – October 
Half Term 2 

November - December 
Half Term 3 

January - February 

Topic Topic: Socio-Political Performance 
This topic aims to familiarise the class with the 
Performing Arts and the various styles of 
production that are encompassed in this. Students 
will study a current affair, focussed in socio-
political change. This is taught at the beginning of 
year 9 so pupils have freedom of expressing 
themselves and experience creative freedom 
rather than working from a text. It encourages 
pupils go have their own ideas on what to create a 
performance about, and how to perform using 
deeper meaning. 
 
Knowledge:  
historical and social context, cultural contexts 
research of the affairs, empathy, monologue, 
spoken word, real life events, coping with grief, 
monologue, naturalism, idiot boards, actor’ 
physical and vocal interpretation, features of text, 
verbatim theatre, how to write a monologue. 
 
Skills:  
conveying emotion in performance, showing 
contrast, use of voice, narration, dialogue, using 
scripts, tension, mood, reportage, soundscape, 
empathy, accent, tone, volume, projection, levels, 
facial expression, body language, gesture, 
portraying emotion. empathy, thought tracking, 
still image, transitions, cross cutting, use of pause, 
emotion within voice, speech writing, constructive 
debating. 
 
 
Assessment: 

Topic: Socio Political performance cont. 
This topic aims to familiarise the class with the 
Performing Arts and the various styles of production 
that are encompassed in this. Students will study a 
current affair, focussed in socio-political change. This 
is taught at the beginning of year 9 so pupils have 
freedom of expressing themselves and experience 
creative freedom rather than working from a text. It 
encourages pupils go have their own ideas on what 
to create a performance about, and how to perform 
using deeper meaning. 
 
 
Knowledge:  
historical and social context, cultural contexts 
research of the affairs, empathy, monologue, spoken 
word, real life events, coping with grief, monologue, 
naturalism, idiot boards, actor’ physical and vocal 
interpretation, features of text, verbatim theatre, 
how to write a monologue. 
 
Skills:  
conveying emotion in performance, showing 
contrast, use of voice, narration, dialogue, using 
scripts, tension, mood, reportage, soundscape, 
empathy, accent, tone, volume, projection, levels, 
facial expression, body language, gesture, portraying 
emotion. empathy, thought tracking, still image, 
transitions, cross cutting, use of pause, emotion 
within voice, speech writing, constructive debating. 
 
 
 
Assessment:  

Topic: Production Roles 
After a written topic student will then explore more 
creatively the various roles in producing theatre. This 
topic will develop their knowledge of production roles 
and allow them to test out each role. Students will 
explore a set of production roles creating a portfolio of 
work that can be showcased by the end of the topic. 
During the topic students will focus on the semiotics of 
performance. This is taught in the beginning of the 
spring term as it had little relevance to the style of 
performance studied in Half Term 1 and 2, and will 
allow pupils to then apply this knowledge to the future 
topics. 
 
Knowledge:  
performance conventions, contemporary staging, the 
role of theatre makers, acting skills, semiotics, costume 
hair and make-up, contemporary technology in 
performance, performance style, semiotics. 
 
Skills:  
Evaluation of production and design, designing for a 
chosen audience/ performance, demonstrates 
knowledge and understanding of the full range of 
design elements and production roles, identify how a 
range of genres may have been used to inform the 
characteristics of a production, identify how meaning is 
communicated through design, evaluate the roles that 
theatre makers  have on developing, performing and 
responding to a text, state advantages and 
disadvantages for the decisions made directing, 
designing for a performance, apply knowledge and 
understanding of the development of drama and 
performance to a design concept. 



Students are assessed through their final 
production of a piece of socio-political spoken 
word poetry. Pupils will write their own piece of 
spoken word and support it with a visual aided 
presentation. There is also a written assessment 
that will evaluate their understanding of key 
terminology and understanding of spoken word 
poetry.  

Students are assessed through their final production 
of a piece of socio-political spoken word poetry. 
Pupils will write their own piece of spoken word and 
support it with a visual aided presentation. There is 
also a written assessment that will evaluate their 
understanding of key terminology and understanding 
of spoken word poetry. 

 
Assessment:  
Students will be assessed throughout the topic on their 
work of individual design elements and their evaluation 
of desired effect on an audience. Students will be 
assessed on their justification of choices for design 
elements of theatre and how they fit the purpose of a 
design brief. 
 

Vocabulary 
Links 

Spoken word, visually aided performance, socio-
political, vocality, tempo, pace, rhythm, pitch, 
tone, mood, projection, dynamics, accent, 
emotion, discrimination, victimisation, monologue, 
flow, emphasis, diction, research, direct address, 
narration, stimulus, rehearsal, poetry, genre, 
script, structure, expressionistic, audience, 
performer, social context, artistic vision, 
intonation, volume, silence 

Spoken word, visually aided performance, socio-
political, vocality, tempo, pace, rhythm, pitch, tone, 
mood, projection, dynamics, accent, emotion, 
discrimination, victimisation, monologue, flow, 
emphasis, diction, research, direct address, 
narration, stimulus, rehearsal, poetry, genre, script, 
structure, expressionistic, audience, 

Proscenium Arch Stage, Raked Staging, Traverse Stage, 
Thrust Stage, In The Round, End On Stage, Promenade 
Stage,Black Box Studio, Rostra/Rostum, Genre, Stage 
Positions, Audience costume designer, makeup 
designer, director, production roles, set designer, 
lighting designer, profile, fresnel, follow spot, flood 
light, parcan, birdie, semiotics, expression, Ensemble, 
Texture,vocalist 

National 
Curriculum- 
taken from the 
English National 
Curriculum for 
‘Spoken English’ 
 
 
 

National Curriculum Covered: 

• Speaking confidently and effectively 

• Using Standard English confidently in a 

range of formal and informal contexts, 

including classroom discussion 

• Giving short speeches and presentations 

• Expressing own ideas and keeping to the 

point 

• Participating in formal debate and 

structured discussions, summarising and 

building on what has been said. 

• Improvising, rehearsing and performing in 

order to generate language and discuss 

language use and meaning. 

• Using role, intonation, tone, volume, 
mood, silence, stillness, and action to add 
impact. 

• Identify and use the inter-related 
dimensions of music expressively and 
with increasing sophistication 

National Curriculum Covered: 

• Speaking confidently and effectively 

• Using Standard English confidently in a 

range of formal and informal contexts, 

including classroom discussion 

• Giving short speeches and presentations 

• Expressing own ideas and keeping to the 

point 

• Participating in formal debate and 

structured discussions, summarising and 

building on what has been said. 

• Improvising, rehearsing and performing in 

order to generate language and discuss 

language use and meaning. 

• Using role, intonation, tone, volume, mood, 

silence, stillness, and action to add impact. 

• Identify and use the inter-related 
dimensions of music expressively and with 
increasing sophistication 

National Curriculum Covered: 

• Speaking confidently and effectively 

• Using Standard English confidently in a range 

of formal and informal contexts, including 

classroom discussion 

• Giving short speeches and presentations 

• Expressing own ideas and keeping to the point 

• Participating in formal debate and structured 

discussions, summarising and building on 

what has been said. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Year 9 Half Term 4 Half Term 5 Half Term 6 



February - March April – May June - July 

Topic Topic: Production Roles Continued. 
Students will continue to explore more creatively 
the various roles in producing theatre. This topic 
will develop their knowledge of production roles 
and allow them to test out each role. Students will 
explore a set of production roles creating a 
portfolio of work that can be showcased by the 
end of the topic. During the topic students will 
focus on the semiotics of performance. This is 
taught in the beginning of the spring term as it had 
little relevance to the style of performance studied 
in Half Term 1 and 2, and will allow pupils to then 
apply this knowledge to the future topics. 
 
 
Knowledge:  

performance conventions, contemporary staging, 
the role of theatre makers, acting skills, semiotics, 
costume hair and make-up, contemporary 
technology in performance, performance style, 
semiotics. 
 

Skills:  

Evaluation of production and design, designing for 
a chosen audience/ performance, demonstrates 
knowledge and understanding of the full range of 
design elements and production roles, identify 
how a range of genres may have been used to 
inform the characteristics of a production, identify 
how meaning is communicated through design, 
evaluate the roles that theatre makers  have on 
developing, performing and responding to a text, 
state advantages and disadvantages for the 
decisions made directing, designing for a 
performance, apply knowledge and understanding 
of the development of drama and performance to 
a design concept. 
 
Assessment:  
Students will be assessed throughout the topic on 
their work of individual design elements and their 

Topic: Juke Box Musicals 
Students will study the origins of ‘Juke Box Musicals’ 
and how they developed due to their popularity. 
They will begin to analyse and appreciate a variety of 
musicals looking at their context and artists and 
comment on their personal preferences whilst 
evaluating the effect of the music and construction of 
the performance on a live audience. Students work 
creatively with the interrelated dimensions of music 
to compose descriptive music for musicals choosing a 
artist of their choice. They will develop an 
understanding of how music shapes film and theatre 
and how the Inter-related Dimensions of Music and 
Musical devices are handled. 
 
Students will develop their own ‘Juke Box Musical’ 
and apply their skills and knowledge from previous 
topics to design their own musical looking at all 
design elements. 
 
 
Knowledge:  

performance conventions, contemporary staging, the 

role of theatre makers, acting skills, semiotics, 

costume hair and make-up, contemporary 

technology in performance, performance style, 

semiotics. Contemporary staging, the role of 

theatre makers, costume hair and make-up, 

contemporary technology in performance, 

performance style.  

 

Skills:  

Pupils develop their presenting and research 

skills. There is a large emphasis on appraising in this 

topic with pupils assessed through listening activities. 

Teamwork and team management developed also. 

Defining how social, historical, cultural contexts 

and their effects on the text. Identify how meaning is 

communicated within the text, evaluate the roles 

that theatre makers have on developing, performing 

Topic: Juke Box Musicals 
Students will study the origins of ‘Juke Box Musicals’ 
and how they developed due to their popularity. They 
will begin to analyse and appreciate a variety of 
musicals looking at their context and artists and 
comment on their personal preferences whilst 
evaluating the effect of the music and construction of 
the performance on a live audience. Students work 
creatively with the interrelated dimensions of music to 
compose descriptive music for musicals choosing a 
artist of their choice. They will develop an 
understanding of how music shapes film and theatre 
and how the Inter-related Dimensions of Music and 
Musical devices are handled. 
 
Students will develop their own ‘Juke Box Musical’ and 
apply their skills and knowledge from previous topics 
to design their own musical looking at all design 
elements. 
 
 
Knowledge:  

performance conventions, contemporary staging, the 

role of theatre makers, acting skills, semiotics, costume 

hair and make-up, contemporary technology in 

performance, performance style, semiotics. 

Contemporary staging, the role of 

theatre makers, costume hair and make-up, 

contemporary technology in performance, 

performance style.  

 

Skills:  

Pupils develop their presenting and research 

skills. There is a large emphasis on appraising in this 

topic with pupils assessed through listening activities. 

Teamwork and team management developed also. 

Defining how social, historical, cultural contexts 

and their effects on the text. Identify how meaning is 

communicated within the text, evaluate the roles that 

theatre makers have on developing, performing and 



evaluation of desired effect on an audience. 
Students will be assessed on their justification of 
choices for design elements of theatre and how 
they fit the purpose of a design brief. 

and responding to a text, state advantages and 

disadvantages for the decisions made directing, 

acting, and designing for a performance. 

 

Assessment:  

Students will be assessed on their final portfolio of 

work and their presentation justifying their design 

choices. Students will be marked against the spoken 

word assessment grid for their confidence and clarity 

in speaking and presenting to others. They will also 

be marked on effort and contributions in class 

looking at their final design outcomes. 

responding to a text, state advantages and 

disadvantages for the decisions made directing, acting, 

and designing for a performance. 

 

Assessment:  

Students will be assessed on their final portfolio of 
work and their presentation justifying their design 
choices. Students will be marked against the spoken 
word assessment grid for their confidence and clarity 
in speaking and presenting to others. They will also be 
marked on effort and contributions in class looking at 
their final design outcomes. 

Vocabulary 
Links 
 

Proscenium Arch Stage, Raked Staging, Traverse 
Stage, Thrust Stage, In The Round, End On Stage, 
Promenade Stage,Black Box Studio, 
Rostra/Rostum, Genre, Stage Positions, Audience 
costume designer, makeup designer, director, 
production roles, set designer, lighting designer, 
profile, fresnel, follow spot, flood light, parcan, 
birdie, semiotics, expression, Ensemble, Texture, 
vocalist,  

Proscenium Arch Stage, Raked Staging, Traverse 
Stage, Thrust Stage, In The Round, End On Stage, 
Promenade Stage, Black Box Studio, Rostra/Rostum, 
Genre, Stage Positions, Audience costume designer, 
makeup designer, director, production roles, set 
designer, lighting designer, profile, fresnel, follow 
spot, flood light, parcan, birdie, semiotics, 
expression, Ensemble, Texture, vocalist, pitch, tone, 
tonality, rhythm, artistic choice, vision, tempo, pitch, 
pace, crescendo, diminuendo, structure, form, style, 
genre, artist 

 

National 
Curriculum- 
taken from the 
English National 
Curriculum for 
‘Spoken English’ 

National Curriculum Covered: 

• Speaking confidently and effectively 

• Using Standard English confidently in a 
range of formal and informal contexts, 
including classroom discussion 

• Giving short speeches and presentations 

• Expressing own ideas and keeping to the 
point 

• Participating in formal debate and 
structured discussions, summarising and 
building on what has been said. 

•  

National Curriculum Covered: 

• Listen with increasing discriminations to a 
wide range of music from great composers 
and musicians. 

• compose; and extend and develop musical 
ideas by drawing on a range of musical 
structures, styles, genres and traditions. 

• compose; and extend and develop musical 
ideas by drawing on a range of musical 
structures, styles, genres and traditions. 

• Identify and use the inter-related 
dimensions of music expressively and with 
increasing sophistication 

• Develop a deepening understanding of the 
music that they listen and its history. 

• Speaking confidently and effectively 

National Curriculum Covered: 

• . 

 



• Using Standard English confidently in a 
range of formal and informal contexts, 
including classroom discussion 

• Giving short speeches and presentations 

• Expressing own ideas and keeping to the 
point 

• Participating in formal debate and 
structured discussions, summarising and 
building on what has been said. 

•  

 


